
   
 

   
 

The Tokyo Olympics are upon us. Controversial. Debated. Not wanted by the great majority 
of Japanese according to most polls. The over-arching debate has been, of course, will it be 
worthwhile. A classic case of the intersection of people, brands, and media. So being a 
BIBLIOSEXUAL I thought it appropriate to dig in to how the Games would affect the image of 
Japan and especially its brands.  

So, Part 1: I did a deep dive into the view a few key SE Asia countries and the rest of the 
world had of Japanese Brands before the Games. Then in a month I will revisit and see if 
there is much change.  

To begin, Japanese Brands are still doing fine. 

What do the Japanese think of the Olympics? 

We all know that endless surveys have told us that the Japanese people were against holding the Olympics now. So on 
Friday as the Games were about to start we decided to check what was really happening.  

SignificanceSystems, is an AI backed platform that takes a subject, searches all items on the internet in the selected 
language and geography about that subject and tells us the strengths and weaknesses of the narrative that are driving 
that subject. You can find more details as to how the platform works here http://significancesystems.com/ 

One of the things the SignificanceSystems platform does after reading ALL of the content on the internet about a subject 

is analyses which emotions are generated by that content on what we call “emotion wheels” like those in the chart on 

the chart below. The colours represent the emotional tones created around the topic, green for positive, red for 

negative, expectations in purple. The deeper the colour the stronger the emotion, the longer each emotion’s bar around 

http://significancesystems.com/


   
 

   
 

the wheel is indicates the contribution to overall response. 

We looked at all content read by anyone in Japan about the 

“Olympics”. You can read the full report here: Japanese 

View - OLYMPICS 

So, you can clearly see that there are a lot of negative 

emotions about the Olympics like despair and anxiety 

(generated by worries about what risk the Games will 

provide for Japanese Covid related future and overall 

reputation) there is also a lot of resignation. A feeling that it 

will happen, that there will be problems and that stoically 

Japan must put up with it. Positive emotion is quite weak, 

more calmness than joy. But what stands out is very strong 

reaction of expectation. Much more than we might have 

thought. Driven by both a “wait and see” approach and 

some hope that the Games may turn out to be better than 

expected and a positive distraction.  

How the world sees Japanese brands  

How the Olympics ultimately affects the reputation of Japan and its brands has been a key point in the debate about the 
risk of holding the Games in 2021. What is the position of Japanese Brands? 

We decided to use the SignificanceSystems platform again to understand what the world and a few key SE Asian markets 
thinks of Japanese Brands in the week before the Olympics … and we will relook at that reputation a month after the 
Games.  

To begin the platform has plotted the overall engagement with Japanese Brands. The position on the landscape tells us 
how the subject is seen in a specific market.  

So Globally Japanese Brands are seen as timeless, or a 
narrative that will continue to be strong, to be relevant and 
have a positive impact. You can see that in the Philippines 
Japanese Brands are also timeless, the fact it is above the 
“Global” score indicates that it is slightly stronger in terms 
of being a long term strong and relevant narrative 

In Thailand “Japanese Brands” are seen as transformational 
or intensely engaging, fast changing and having a positive 
impact.  

In Indonesia “Japanese Brands” are also transformational 
but notice they are close to be tribal. That means that while 
again very positive and representing ongoing change views 
are more divergent. Lots of positives but also debate. 

So, what happens when we look more in depth in each 
market. We look at the emotional reactions created by 
Japanese Brands in each market. To begin we looked at the 
Global narrative Japanese Brands - Global 

https://feed.significancesystems.com/render/f133c37e-bae3-49c9-8eb1-805783fc813a?fbclid=IwAR1ZvHpQBeQitiWdF4zlTl2jnUIy7vWIQVgpOdt3R90nkiPDmg6VQdPdb94
https://feed.significancesystems.com/render/f133c37e-bae3-49c9-8eb1-805783fc813a?fbclid=IwAR1ZvHpQBeQitiWdF4zlTl2jnUIy7vWIQVgpOdt3R90nkiPDmg6VQdPdb94
https://feed.significancesystems.com/render/e5dcc0ef-ef58-4587-967b-335c5602d344?fbclid=IwAR1fqu3yBaCQ2B9IvoSRfJb6swybKLToM_7mYLxZDO7Mus3Y8CD9tzb1c_A


   
 

   
 

Note that the strongest emotion associated with Japanese Brands globally 
is “love”.  

Dig deeper into the report link and you will find that the popularity of 
Japanese brands remains high and ongoing. There is also a matching 
sense of “joy”. In fact, there are a lot of positive emotions.  

Notice that the negative emotions are light in strength indicating that 
they weak and not playing a major part in feelings about the subject.  

What is strong is the constant “surprise” and “astonishment” that 
Japanese Brands provide.  

“Surprise” at their quality and also at constant innovation and newness 
and quality. 

 

Japanese Brands - Thailand 

In Thailand we see a different story. Remember that 
Japanese Brands is a transformational narrative there and 
is characterized overwhelmingly by positive emotions. Lots 
of “love” again and also “affection” but notice it is not as 
deep as we saw Globally. Again, the blue affections like 
“surprise” and “astonishment” are weaker. We also see a 
bit more “fear”, again not strong but it is there. Overall, 
we see that Japanese Brands in Thailand are seen as 
providing newness and change that transforms. But are 
weaker in terms of really strong emotion. So Japanese 
Brands will have an advantage in the market in terms of 
being expected to be transformative but have to work 
hard to maintain strong positive attachments.  

 

Japanese Brands - Philippines 

Much stronger emotional connection in the Philippines. Very strong 
“love” connections with Japanese Brands that perhaps are reason it is a 
Timeless narrative. And also, a lot of “joy”. Very little negative emotion 
generated at all (notice how the red/pink emotions are short and pale in 
representation). When we see emotional reactions like this it indicates 
that the narrative around Japanese brands has little downside. Those 
brands can expect to be well appreciated and have a very loyal following 
in general. Japanese brands entering the market should play on the 
heritage going before them and use terms like “Japanese”, “made in 
Japan”, “from Japan” strongly in communication, attaching their own 
brand name and offerings with those terms   

https://feed.significancesystems.com/render/e5c740b0-1f68-48b4-b1c0-01982321f202
https://feed.significancesystems.com/render/553491b5-5658-4b11-9a21-4d5433d2ee68


   
 

   
 

Japanese Brands - Indonesia 

Remember that narrative around Japanese Brands in 
Indonesia was transformative but also near tribal, indicating 
that those brands are expected to be changing the 
marketplace, offering something new and causing some 
debate and discussion. We really see this come alive in 
noticing the dominant emotions associated with the narrative 
are “surprise”, “astonishment” and “wonder” … and all very, 
very strong. Yes, there is strong “love” and little negativity. 
But the real message for Japanese marketers in Indonesia is to 
play up to the expectations of offering new and wonderful 
products. To be a Japanese brand in Indonesia means people 
will expect to be surprised and astonished. More pow and 
wow! 

 

Japanese Brands - Singapore 

We also had a look at Singapore and discovered the reaction to 

Japanese Brands much more subdued. No negatives but you can see 

that the emotions generated like “joy” and “surprise” are relatively 

weak (the colour indicating the strength of the emotions).  

This is telling us that the narrative around Japanese Brands in Singapore 

is not performing well. Japanese brands are “OK” but not exciting as a 

group. In this market a brand from Japan would need to really talk more 

about what it is doing rather differently and generate interest itself 

rather just relying on its heritage as being a value to make a difference.  

 

 

 

 

Overall, this quick analysis indicates that “Japanese Brands” is strong across SE Asia but that the approach to leveraging 

that heritage differs by market. A more in-depth study looking at the connection between being Japanese and individual 

brands, categories and category features would illustrate what a brand needs to leverage in detail to stand out in the 

market. 

Note we use the overall positioning of narratives on the landscape and the in-depth emotional reaction wheels to help 

identify marketing communication strengths and weakness, areas for new product development, marketing 

communication focus etc. 

We can track any attribute (by category of brand) over time. Also note that the data behind the emotional wheel 

illustrations can also be made available in tabular form if needed for longer term tracking. 

For more information, please contact davidcmccaughan@gmail.com 

https://feed.significancesystems.com/render/40762d0a-2652-463d-a894-af5770bd4bb4
https://feed.significancesystems.com/render/48aad3f2-0b05-4fb6-bb5d-ebedf38a74fc?fbclid=IwAR06uquhNpbEYdcQypw9UyIJGeR8U_kyyTnkk6THcH7G3NQy0WF1IiE2KRU

